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Introduction
These sexy whores love to get on all fours and show off their pussies but that's where the fun starts... not
where it ends. Watch their Stretching Sessions as they each dig deep and do their best cunt calisthenics
in front of the cameras, putting their twats through the wringer and making sure they are maintaining the
kind of vaginal flexibility that all professional fuck-targets must have if they hope to get rehired!

Adult Review
Stretching Sessions is a showcase of 46 exclusive episodes that you won't find anywhere else on the Net.  Just in case the
promiscuity of these whores isn't enough to widen their fuck holes, the stunt cocks have decided to take the bull by the horns
and manually stretch these slut's mouths, cunts, and assholes.  They may have been tight yesterday, but tomorrow even extra
large cocks can fuck them the right way!
  
  It would be nice if the webmasters of Stretching Sessions could stretch the length of the latest videos, because most of the
newest updates are less than 10 minutes long (though there are some vids over 20 minutes).  Most involve pussy play and
fingers shoved in a whore's mouth and ass, though there are some that show hardcore fucking.  New scenes are being added
about every second week, and the movies that are there are available as both streams and downloads in several resolutions
and formats using no DRM.
  
  If the original concept of Stretching Sessions makes you horny, then clearly you have an interest in seeing the warm insides
of a wet pussy.  The photo galleries make this possible by showcasing high quality pictures in 1024 x 680 resolution.  Every
scene has a gallery and most have well over 100 individual pictures, in addition to lower resolution vidcaps.
  
  To sweeten the pot even more, monthly membership also gives you the right to access all of the extra XXX porn sites that
are right beside this review.  These extra sites provide hundreds of additional exclusive pics and videos, and are a great way
to stretch your hard earned porn dollar.  Now stop wondering what that squishy thing inside a pussy looks like, and find out
by joining Stretching Sessions today!

Porn Summary
Stretching Sessions proves that slut's slits look their best when they're contorted and gaped and basically turned inside out. 
Whether it's her pussy, ass, or mouth, it's just a fuck hole ready to be stuffed -- so you might as well see how much cock you
can fit in!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These girls give new meaning to the term 'wide-open'!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 83
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 82        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Ticklish Spots (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Twisted Objects (83) ,Dirty Latin Sluts
(81) ,Handjob Hussies (81) ,Cream Happy (81) ,Fucked Faces (80) ,Alexa 18 (78) ,Throw It In Her (77) ,Vanilla Creampies
(76) ,Teen Candy Land (75) ,Tiny Tobi (74) ,Teen Ass Hunt (69) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, SexToys, Solo
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Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
Payment

Video & Picture: Every 2
Weeks

Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 46
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